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Instructor: Charlotte Nunes        Digital Frontiers in American Literature 
nunesc@southwestern.edu               ENG 10-304 
Spring 2016               FST 04-304 
                     RES 37-304 
             
 
Welcome to Digital Frontiers in American Literature!  In this multidisciplinary course, we will 
explore texts from early to contemporary American authors that engage with notions of the frontier.  
As we examine works created by authors from a variety of ethnic American backgrounds, we will be 
attuned to histories of inequality that have accompanied U.S. expansionism.  Whether contending 
with the deep histories of colonialism and slavery that root America’s legacy, reacting to pressures of 
gender identity, exploring the complexities of multi-ethnic identity and borderland culture, or 
critiquing the racism that continues to shape life in America, the course texts will take a variety of 
forms, ranging from fiction, poetry, essays, and literary periodicals to oral history and other primary 
sources.  
 
Digital Tools and Methods 
Our class will also explore new frontiers in literary study with a substantial digital humanities 
component.  We will use digital tools and platforms such as Annotation Studio, Omeka, and Tiki-
Toki to achieve new insights into course texts.  Class projects using methods such as digital curation, 
text analysis, and text encoding will enhance our close-reading practice.  Regular contributions to the 
class blog and Twitter feed will account for a portion of your final grade.   
Class Social Media: 

• WordPress blog: www.english10304.wordpress.com 
• Twitter: @english10304 

 
Primary Sources 
In order to enrich our analyses of course texts, we will work with primary sources in classroom 
projects and writing-intensive assignments.  We will open the semester with an interactive Primary 
Source Workshop to define what primary sources are and the roles they can play in undergraduate 
humanities education.  Primary source databases and collections we will explore include American 
Indian Histories and Cultures, American West, and the Modernist Journals Project.  We will also 
explore relevant holdings at Southwestern University’s Special Collections, including the Johnson 
Family Papers. 
 
Secondary Sources 
To frame our course engagement with primary sources, we will theorize archives in terms of both 
feminist and critical race theory.  We will learn about the archival turn in feminist studies; this 
movement articulates an imperative to read archives against the grain, between the lines, and with an 
eye to perspectives that are not represented, in order to contend with the legacy of archives as 
institutions of hegemonic power that represent the interests of groups that dominate in terms of 
race, ethnicity, nationality, gender, and/or class. Relatedly, selected sources on race, ethnicity, and 
archives will highlight efforts to build community archives where the creators of the archives retain 
custody of their primary source collections, rather than ceding custody to an archival 
institution.  Understanding the stakes of archival inclusion and exclusion from these feminist and 
critical race theoretical perspectives will allow us to make generative connections between primary 
sources and the works of literature under discussion. 
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Course Texts: 
 Available on Amazon.com: 

• My People the Sioux (1928) by Luther Standing Bear (please purchase the Bison Books 2006 
edition, with introduction by Virginia Driving Hawk Sneve) 

• Little House on the Prairie (1932) by Laura Ingalls Wilder (please buy the 2008 Harper Collins 
paperback edition) 

• The Birchbark House (1999) by Louise Erdrich 
• Under the Feet of Jesus (1996) by Helena Maria Viramontes 

 Available on Moodle: 
• excerpts from A Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson (1682) by 

Mary Rowlandson 
• excerpts from “Remarks Concerning the Savages of North America” (1784) by Benjamin 

Franklin 
• excerpts from The Allure of the Archives (2013) by Arlette Farge 
• “Ethnicity as Provenance: In Search of Values and Principles for Documenting the 

Immigrant Experience” (2005) by Joel Wurl 
• Harlem Renaissance literary magazine Fire!! (1926) 
• “How to Tame a Wild Tongue” (1987) by Gloria Anzaldúa 
• “Flight Patterns” by Sherman Alexie (both print and audio versions) 

 Available online: 
• “A Day at the Park” by Kostas Kiriakakis 
• “Social Graces on the Texas Frontier: The Lizzie Johnson Papers” by Charlotte Nunes and 

Rachel Robinson 
• “Meet the Sioux Indian,” produced by Murl Deusing Film Productions 
• Chicana Por Mi Raza Digital Memory Collective 
• “The Case for Reparations” by Ta-Nehisi Coates 

 
Grading Policy 

• Short writing assignments for the class blog (5 total at 5% each)       25% 
• Special Collections exhibit contribution (for digital and physical exhibits)        5% 
• Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) Special Collections Lizzie Johnson Papers  

transcription and encoding project                                                                                     5% 
• In-class oral presentation              5% 
• Literary analysis paper proposal and list of sources;  

and literary analysis paper (7-10 pages)           25% 
• Final digital project (on Omeka or Tiki-Toki); 

and final project showcase presentation          25% 
• Attendance, participation, two mandatory office hours meetings, and Tweets      10% 
• Extra credit: respond to a peer’s blog post in a blog comment following every blog deadline 

for +1 point on final grade 
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The grading scale for this class will include pluses and minuses. 
A+ = 4.0 = 98-100; A = 4.0 = 94-97; A- = 3.7 = 90-93 
B+ = 3.3 = 88-89; B = 3.0 = 84-87; B- = 2.7 = 80-83 
C+ = 2.3 = 78-79; C = 2.0 = 74-77; C- = 1.7 = 70-73 
D+ = 1.3 = 68-69; D = 1.0 = 64-67; D- = 0.7 = 60-63 
 
Course Policies 

• Reading responses.  By midnight the night before classes when reading assignments are 
due, please submit one critical observation about the reading and one discussion question to 
the class Twitter account (@english10304) within the space of 1-2 tweets.  Responses will be 
evaluated on a ✓/✓+/✓- scale and reflected in your final participation grade.  As long as 
you submit a comment and a question you will receive a ✓ check for the week.  If you 
include an appropriate, relevant hashtag and/or link that adds value to your tweet and 
connects it with a larger conversation in the Twittersphere, you’ll be eligible for a ✓+. 

• Class participation.  The success of this class will hinge on your dedicated participation in 
digital skills labs and seminar discussions.  I expect you to arrive in class not only having 
completed the reading, but having highlighted significant passages, taken notes, and thought 
critically about the text so that you are prepared to engage in lively and congenial discussion.  

• Attendance.  Missing more than two class meetings will impact your participation 
grade.  Missing four class meetings will result in your automatic failure of the course. 

• E-mail Correspondence.  Everyone will engage in e-mail correspondence with me at some 
point in the semester.  Please observe appropriate etiquette; address me with salutation 
(“Dear Charlotte” or “Dear Dr. Nunes”) and sign off politely (“Sincerely, Jane”).  Please 
check your e-mail regularly.  E-mail is an official mode of communication for this class; you 
are responsible for information that I e-mail to you. 

• Honor Pledge.  I take Southwestern’s Honor Pledge seriously and I expect you to adhere to 
it.  If you have questions about what constitutes an Honor Pledge violation, please ask. 

• Accommodations for students with disabilities.  Southwestern University will make 
reasonable accommodations for students with documented disabilities. Students should 
contact the Center for Academic Success and Records to determine their eligibility to receive 
accommodations.  It is the student’s responsibility to discuss any necessary accommodations 
with faculty. 
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COURSE READING SCHEDULE  
*subject to change* 

 
January 11 
In class: Course Introduction 
 
January 13 
For today: read “The School Days of an Indian Girl” (1900) by Zitkala-Ša (Gertrude Bonnin) and 
“A Day at the Park” by Kostas Kiriakakis  
In class: Primary Source workshop; discovery and analysis at the Digital Public Library of America 
 
January 18 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, NO CLASS 
 
January 20 
For today: Blog post #1 due  
In class: Peer review blog comment; Information Literacy workshop  
 
 
January 25 
For today: read excerpts from A Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson (1682) 
by Mary Rowlandson 
In class: Annotation Studio workshop; brainstorming and trouble-shooting 
 
January 27 
For today: read excerpts from “Remarks Concerning the Savages of North America” (1784) by 
Benjamin Franklin 
In class: Annotation Studio lab 
 
February 1 
For today: read “Social Graces on the Texas Frontier: The Lizzie Johnson Papers” 
In class: Visit Special Collections 
 
February 3 
For today: read excerpts from The Allure of the Archives (2013) by Arlette Farge 
In class: Omeka workshop 
 
This week: mandatory 20-minute office hour meeting (attend office hours or make 
appointment with instructor) 
February 8 
For today: read My People the Sioux (1928) by Luther Standing Bear; watch “Meet the Sioux Indian”; 
Blog post #2 due 
In class: Omeka lab; discovery and analysis at American West and American Indian Histories and 
Cultures 
 
February 10 
For today: read “Ethnicity as Provenance: In Search of Values and Principles for Documenting the 
Immigrant Experience” (2005) by Joel Wurl 
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In class:  
 
February 15 
For today: read Little House on the Prairie (1932) by Laura Ingalls Wilder  
In class: student oral presentation; Tiki-toki workshop 
 
February 17 
For today:  
In class: Tiki-toki lab 
 
February 22 
For today: read The Birchbark House (1999) by Louise Erdrich 
In class: student oral presentation 
 
February 24 
For today: Special Collections exhibit contribution due 
In class: 
 
February 29 
For today: read Harlem Renaissance literary magazine Fire!! (1926) 
In class: student oral presentation; Voyant Text Analysis workshop 
 
March 2 
For today: Special Collections exhibit contribution REVISION due 
In class: Voyant Text Analysis lab using the Modernist Journals Project 
 
March 7 
For today: read “How to Tame a Wild Tongue” (1987) by Gloria Anzaldúa 
In class: student oral presentation 
 
March 9 
For today: 
In class: Text Encoding Initiative workshop 
 
March 14  
Spring Break, NO CLASS 
 
March 16 
Spring Break, NO CLASS 
 
March 21 
For today: listen to Sherman Alexie’s short story “Flight Patterns” read aloud on the Selected Shorts 
episode “Who Am I?”; read “Flight Patterns” by Sherman Alexie  
In class: student oral presentation 
 
March 23 
For today: 
In class: Text Encoding Initiative lab 
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This week: mandatory 20-minute office hour meeting (attend office hours or make 
appointment with instructor) 
March 28 
For today: Literary analysis paper proposal and list of sources due 
In class: In-class writing assignment: TEI blog post (#3) 
 
March 30 
For today: read Under the Feet of Jesus (1996) by Helena Maria Viramontes 
In class: student oral presentation 
 
April 4 
For today: listen to an oral history of your choice at the Chicana Por Mi Raza Digital Memory 
Collective 
In class: Blog post #4 due 
 
April 6 
For today: “The Case for Reparations” by Ta-Nehisi Coates 
In class: student oral presentation 
 
April 11 
For today: Literary analysis paper due 
In class: Peer review 
 
Tuesday, April 12 
SPRING RESEARCH and CREATIVE WORKS SYMPOSIUM; showcase class Special 
Collections Omeka Exhibit 
 
April 13 
For today: Literary analysis paper REVISION due 
In class: Student-generated rubric discussion for final digital project 
 
April 18 
For today:  
In class: Digital Project consultations 
 
April 20 
For today:  
In class: Digital Project consultations 
 
April 25 
For today: Blog post #5 due 
In class: Wrap-up discussion and course evaluations 
 
April 27 
For today: 
In class: Digital Project Showcase 


